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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR
Dear GCMS,
It sure is amazing that we can finally be working on the newspaper in person! GCMS has gone through so much change these past
two years, and it is truly a miracle to finally be able to get back into the building and resume normal learning, even masked up. I have
been in the literary magazine club since sixth grade, and it is absolutely amazing to see how much our school has changed and grown.
Though we have suffered a huge loss with the passing of Mr. Brown, we have rebounded back, even through the devastating impact
Covid-19, and continue to make a difference every day. As the new editor of GCMS?s magazine, I promise that everyone will get the
chance to be included in the magazine. The magazine club has plans for all sorts of fun events this year, such as school-wide writing
contests, teacher-of-the-marking period voting, school news and town news, interviews, school-wide photography and art contests,
and more! In this issue, you will find yummy recipes, a beautiful poem, articles, a Halloween horror story, school news and photos,
sports articles, an interview with our school?s new vice principal, artwork, a cartoon, reviews, and narratives! I would like to thank
Mr. Kotlewski and Ms. DeVico for helping me lead the club, Mrs. Abramovich for letting me interview her, Mr. Bertollo for allowing
the club to publish their magazine, and each and every one of our contributors! We hope you enjoy this magazine, and as always, if
you want to join the club, or even just contribute, email me at 26chum@student.org, or the supervisors at pkotlewski@cwcboe.org or
bdevico@cwcboe.org, or just head to room 114 to see what our club is all about!
Your magazinc editor,
Catherine Humphrey

Artwork by
Alejandro Garcia

Artwork by
M ia Robbins
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What it Means t o be a House Leader
Alix Fliegler and Madeline Hoar le
Being a house leader means that you have extra responsibilities at the school and it makes you a
more independent student. When you submit yourself to become a House leader, you have to
expect and imagine all of the tasks that you will be given and know that you are a role model for
the other grades. Every house leader right now is in charge of their own group of students in
every grade, or, the students in their house. The house leaders are assigned tasks that are
related to house events, like house days and tournaments.
Currently in Grover Cleveland Middle School, we have had two tournaments, a Capture the
Chicken tournament and a Ghosts and Goblins tournament. Citizenship won the first
tournament, and Endurance won the second one.

The house program does a lot of this, and helps the school
connect to each other more and allows the students to have fun.
Usually the grades are separated, seeing how each grade is
located on each of the floors. The house program allows kids
from different grades to actually work together, socialize, and it
broadcasts teamwork. Other activities we have done being a
house leader include decorating our teacher house leader ?s 6th
grade door, giving tours to the 6th graders, helping both the 6th
and 7th graders get used to their lockers, and festive Halloween
games like a pumpkin carving contest. All of these activities help
us feel more connected to our peers and make new friends in
other grades as well. We love being a house leader and being in
the House of Citizenship!
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Int er view w it h t he Vice Pr incipal
Cat her ine Humphr ey
GCM S h as a n ew vice-pr in cipal ,an d I got th e pr ivil ege of sittin g down with h er an d
ask in g ten qu estion s abou t h er per son al l ife an d h er car eer as a vice-pr in cipal . Ou r
n ew vice-pr in cipal , Jessica Abr am ovich , l oves h er two dau gh ter s, pizza an d su sh i,
in ter actin g with stu den ts, tr yin g n ew r estau r an ts, watch in g Ted Lasso, h er dog Lu cy,
an d Spain , an d sh e u sed to be th e vice-pr in cipal at th e h igh -sch ool , an d sh e can 't wait
to exper ien ce bein g th e vice-pr in cipal at GCM S too!
1. Wh at is you r f avor it e par t abou t bein g vice pr in cipal? Being with the students is my
favorite part of being vice-principal! The thing I like about middle school students is
transitioning from the elementary and not ready for high school, an important stage. There
are lot's of transitions and growth!
2. Wh y did you w an t t o be vice-pr in cipal? I wanted to be vice-principal so I could work
with every student in the school!
3. Did you h ave a job bef or e bein g vice-pr in cipal? I used to be vice-principal at the high
school! I was a teacher and a director of special services.
4. Wh at w as you r f avor it e sch ool su bject ? Language arts, but I liked all subjects,
depending on the teacher.
5. Favor it e m ovie/ t v sh ow ? I am a really bad TV watcher, and I usually fall asleep during
shows and movies. and I watch Disney movies with my daughter. I have Disney + and Apple TV,
and Ted Lasso is my favorite show
6. Favor it e f ood? I love pizza and sushi!
7. Hobbies you h ave? I love spending time with family, trying new restaurants, (i haven?t
been able to with Covid, so I go to old favorites, like Tony?Ds!)
8. Wh er e did you gr ow u p? In West Caldwell, and I attended GCMS!
9. Favor it e place you t r aveled? Spain was my favorite place to travel!
10. Do you h ave an y pet s? I have a dog named Lucy.
11. Wh er e did you go t o college? I went to Saint Elizabeth in Madison.
12. Do you h ave an y k ids? I have a two-year-old daughter and a step-daughter in college.
13. Wh at is you r f avor it e t h in g abou t GCM S? The students!
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APPLE BREAD RECIPE BY JULIA KORNBERG
Ingredients Needed:

Steps:

-

2 large apples

1.

Preheat the oven to 350 degrees and grease loaf pan with cooking spray

-

1 ½ cups flour

2.

Carefully peel the apples to remove the skin

-

1 ½ teaspoons baking powder

3.

Cut sides of apples away from the core and dice into 1/2-inch pieces. Measure 2 cups and set aside

-

Add flour, baking powder, cinnamon and salt to a medium bowl. Stir until combined and set aside

-

2 teaspoons ground cinnamon 4.
½ teaspoons kosher salt
5.

-

2 eggs

6.

Add oil, sugar, and vanilla to the egg mixture. Whisk until smooth.

-

½ cup vegetable oil

7.

Add dry ingredients to wet ingredients and stir until combined.

-

1 cup sugar

8.

Add 2 cups of chopped apples to batter and stir.

-

¼ cup milk

9.

Add batter to the loaf pan.

-

1 teaspoon of vanilla

10. Bake for about 60-70 minutes, until the toothpick inserted comes out clean.

Crack eggs in a large bowl and whisk together

11. When finished, cool for 15 minutes and enjoy!

This is a perfect baked good for a fall party or just to enjoy!
Photo Credit: Laura Lab

ALEXANDRA LI

Former GCMS Magazine editor Alexandra Li won the Columbia University
Undergraduate Law Review Competition for writing. Students from around the
country were asked to
Explain the implications COVID-19 has had on an individual?s ?right to privacy.?You
may wish, but certainly are not required, to talk about contact tracing, vaccine
passports, mandatory quarantine which may track an individual?s location, etc. to
support your response. Your essay can explore the implications of privacy
infringement within the context of any country and its relevant legal systems. This
question can also be explored within the context of international law including, but
not limited to, treaty law, customary law and International Court of Justice litigation.
Please cite sources in Chicago Citation format.
Now a sophomore at JCHS, Alex met throughout the spring and summer with
her Mock Trial advisor, Mr. McLaughlin, to prepare her essay on The Legality and
Creation of an Ethical COVID-19 Vaccination Passport in the United States of
America. On her way to completing it, she consulted with our Mock Trial
Attorney, Mr. Joe Papasidero, and Judge Robert Gardner of the Essex County
Courts. Beyond writing and being a member of the Mock Trial team, Alex is a
member of the varsity tennis team.
Please click the link in order to read her paper.
https://www.culawreview.org/high-school-essay-contest
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Luciana Cader 's Recipe Book
I believe all kids ages 11-14 should know basic cooking skills. Cooking is
an important life skill. it?s something you?ll use forever. Why not start off
with some simple & delicious recipes?

Pizza Bagels
Ingredients: 1 plain bagel, marinara sauce of choice, butter, cheese of choice
Steps:
1. Slice plain bagel in h alf (You sh ou ld n ow h ave t w o iden t ical h alves )
2. Even ly bu t t er each h alf of t h e bagel
3. Pr eh eat you r t oast er oven (If you 'r e u sin g a m icr ow ave you can sk ip
t h is st ep, it ju st w on?t be as cr ispy)
4. Add an even layer of m ar in ar a sau ce t o each h alf
5. Add an y addit ion al season in gs n ow (Pepper f lak es, gar lic pow der ? )
6. Add as m u ch ch eese as you w an t (M ozzar ella ch eese w or k s best )
7. On ce you r t oast er oven is pr eh eat ed pu t t h e bagels in f or 10 m in u t es
(Or u n t il ch eese is m elt y)
8. Tak e ou t t o cool
9. En joy!

Gr illed Ch eese

Ingredients: 2 slices of bread, 2 tablespoons of butter, cheddar cheese,
mozzarella cheese

Steps:
1. Spr ead bu t t er on on e side of bot h br ead slices (sou r dou gh
w or k s best )
2. Add a slice of ch eddar an d m ozzar ella ch eese on t o on e slice
3. Close t h e san dw ich (bot h bu t t er ed sides f acin g t oget h er )
4. Heat a lar ge sk illet over m ediu m h eat an d place t h e san dw ich
5. Cook f or 5 m in u t es occasion ally f lippin g (cook in g t im e depen ds)
6. On ce ch eese is m elt y, ser ve an d en joy!
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KORN CONCERT BY LESLIE FERNANDEZ
Back in September, me and some people decided to go attend a Korn concert at PNC. For those who
don?t know who Korn is, they are a nu-metal band from the 90?s. W hen we arrived at the concert it
was very crowded and to be honest the crowds were very stinky, but what do you expect from giant
crowds of people at a metal concert?Some of the songs they performed were Clown, Blind, Shoots and
Ladders,A.D.I.D.A.S, and one of their biggest hits Freak On A Leash along with another big hit that
was first shown on South Park called Falling Away From Me. Overall, the concert surely was an
interesting event but I'm so glad I got to experience it!

THIS FEELING: ANONYMOUS
W ho knew this feeling could be so blue

But in the distance I see a light

W elling up in my chest

Pure like snow

W ith a thump of beat

Makes this feeling

This cliche feeling can't be beat

Not be like a chore

Bargaining, begging with the gods of fae

Like a feather in the sky

To make this feeling not be fate

My soul feels light

W hy was I destined to feel so blue

It makes it seem worth it

There is no loathing, I know that but I loathe oh abhor

Unrequited it may be

This destiny of fate

I don't care

W hy must I

But this feeling is deep

Be the one in this game

Makes life so unfair
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My Jour ney t o Pr ide Rock : The Lion King on Br oadway
Cat her ine Humphr ey

You?
ve probably seen or

heard of the animated Lion King film, and maybe the live action one, but have you
ever seen it live in front of your own eyes?The Minskoff Theater in Times Square, New York, allows you
to have the breathtaking experience of this, with huge puppets and props, African culture, and music from
the film and original music. The background of the stage seamlessly flows together in a beautiful backdrop
reminiscent of the African savanna. Take your eyes off the stage for one second, and something is
guaranteed to change. From a starry sky, to a buffalo stampede, to a lioness hunt, there are many
action-packed scenes. From the moment you walk into the theater, you feel the magic and wonder of the
Pridelands. Here are some key things you need to see the Lion King. You can purchase tickets at a box
office, but you want to be prepared as possible, so it is best to purchase tickets online so you can get an early
pick as to what seats you want. The stage is huge, and any seat offers an amazing view. Also, you must bring
your vaccine card, or a picture of your vaccine card, as well as a photo ID. If you don?t have the vaccine, you
must get tested twice within forty-eight hours. Masks are required to be worn at all times while in the
theater and during the performance, regardless of vaccination status, and you are only allowed to have
snacks and beverages in the theater and nowhere else. The theater is right in Times Square, and look
outside the window, and you will see a huge amount of advertisements and a cacophony of noise. New York
City is a very crowded place, and this is why you must choose your timing carefully. A great time to go is in
the evening or early morning. There are plenty of restaurants nearby you can eat at. The closest restaurant
is Junior?s, but there are many others. As soon as you walk into the theater, you are immersed into the
African savanna. Look around you and you will see humans carrying bird and antelope puppets, a person
wearing a giraffe costume on stilts, two people inside a huge elephant puppet, even wearing little birds on
their head, looking as though they are part of the elephant themselves. This shows how even the ensemble
has an important part in the performance, even if they are not playing a main character. Many of the
performers are African-American, showcasing a beautiful culture not many people recognize and know
about. There are even kids in the performance, playing young Simba and young Nala. Perhaps one of the
most accurate puppet representations is the man playing Zazu. He is a master ventriloquist, and he
practically transforms into the distinguished Zazu himself. The scenery rapidly changes, as the center of the
stage unfolds into a staircase that the performers climb to the top of, and some come down the aisle right in
front of those near the stage. You can even see the conductor and two men who are playing traditional
African instruments in boxes above the ground on the left and right side. This musical has been on
Broadway since 1997, and is beloved for many reasons. It is one of the most immersive and interactive
musicals, that you will laugh, cry, and smile during every second of it.
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You?re muted!

Pew Pew Pew

Virtual School Cartoon
Spencer Budris
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House Pumpkin Car ving Contest

W inner !
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One Howl-aween Night by Jacob Levine
Finn: 10:19 pm
The Halloween party tonight was going to be awesome. I was going to be a werewolf--fake chest hair, a scary mask, ripped clothes, enlarged ears from Spirit Halloween--a costume I was
proud of. I was going with my friend Michael, a short redhead with blue eyes and a sharp nose. I was gluing on the fake hair when I got a call from Bailey Westbrook, the girl that invited
me to the party. My Rolling Stones ringtone buzzed off. I picked up the phone, being careful not to get glue on my case. I slide my finger and put the phone to my non- glued on-ear.
?Hey, are you almost on your way to my house??
?Not yet, I?m still getting my costume on.? ?Why??
?Could you hurry it up? the phone vibrated with every syllable of her shrill voice.
?Uhhh? ..Sure?? I hung up. I finally put on the rest of my costume and went to go pick up Michael. He?s my neighbor so I could walk to his house. I arrived at his blue house with mums in
the front lawn. His house was decorated with halloween decorations, mummies, ghosts, skeletons, the normal stuff. I rang his doorbell and then he walked out in a white sheet with two
large holes showcasing his blue eyes. We got in the car and started driving. It was hard for Michael to drive with his costume so I offered. The Monster Mash blared through the speaker.
?Dude seriously.? I said as I turned down the volume of his Halloween Playlist.
Michael: 10:23 pm
Finn got in my car and turned on the radio. I had forgotten to turn the music down after my baby sister had to get inside due to a tantrum. I quickly turned it down after a snappy remark
from Finn. Finn had been my neighbor for 9 years, so I knew him pretty well. His curly brown, almost black hair. His favorite color--blue--and even his favorite band. Finn was driving my
car since I couldn?t see through my eye holes and glasses.
We are going to Bailey Westbrook?s house, the most popular girl in school. I was surprised that I was invited, as I only did her homework twice. Anyways, we were pulling up in her
driveway.
Her huge house, with many windows and a halloween ghost on the outside. I heard Spooky Scary Skeletons blaring from every crevice of the house. We rang the doorbell, and a blonde girl
in a mini skirt and a bloody cheerleading jersey stepped out.
?Finn!? ?Oh Finn you're here!? She gives him french kisses and looks at me.
?Hi.? ?What's your name again??
?Michael.? I said. I wasn?t surprised she didn?t know who she was. Half the school was there. And plus, she probably didn?t recognize me with my costume. That was the reason. She
definitely would remember me if it wasn?t for my costume.
Raya: 10:29 pm
I couldn?t even believe myself. I was going to the prissy girl?s party. Why do I do this to myself? Why do I do this to myself? I mean I did get invited, so it?s not like she invited me to bully me. I
was the new girl so she might want to meet me. Who was I kidding? I know she invited me to bully me. I was pacing back and forth on her lawn, but my dad?s car had already pulled out of
the driveway.
Finn: 10:45
The party was actually okay. People were bobbing for apples and pouring glasses of green fizz which I was suspicious of. The music was still blasting, getting louder and louder after every
song. The people there were not too mean, minus the jocks dressed up as zombie football players. They were flirting with the zombie cheerleaders like Bailey. Michael clung to my
shoulder like gum to a shoe. He would not leave me alone. The time flew by like the leaves on the tree.
Raya: 11:30 pm
The party wasn?t so bad, although I had stuck in the corner with my headphones on. Nobody approached me, and I didn?t approach anyone. That?s what happened back in Illinois too. I
would sit alone at lunch, and only talk to the librarian after school, Mrs. Morris. But then we had to move to run-down New Jersey.
Finn: 11:55 pm
Time flew by and by, and the party only got more scary. I was never out past 11:30, even on weekends. I decided to leave Michael alone and try to make friends. I approach this brown girl,
with black curly hair to her shoulders in a vampire costume. I couldn?t see small fangs, but no blood. She had bulky headphones, I don't know if they were part of her costume, people
and their ?hip? costumes these days. She didn?t look like she was here with anyone.
?I?m O negative if you have a type.? I said.
She takes out her headphones. ?I?m A positive, so we?re not compatible.?
?I was joking.? I let out an awkward laugh and asked her her name.
?Raya, what?s yours??
?Finn.?
?Cool.?
?I haven?t seen you around at school, are you new??
?Ya, I moved here from Illinois this year.?
?Oh, Cool? ?Here, why don?t we go by the punch station. My friend is waiting for me there.?
?Ok, just don?t tell me he?s a jock.?
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One Howl-aween Night ; Cont inued
? Oh, he?s not. Kinda the opposite of that.?
?So a nerd??
?Not specifically, he can still have fun, y'know.?
We walked over to Michael, looking like he saw a ghost. Ironic, I know. I asked him what was wrong and he stuttered, Z-Z-Zombie!!
I looked up and sure enough there was a zombie. I don?t know if it was a prank, people go all out on halloween. I was sure when he tried to bite Bailey?s arm off.
?Let?s go!!? I yell and run into an empty room. I locked the door behind me and realized something about Michael was wrong. He looked...almost transparent, or maybe he was just pale
with terror. He levitates off the floor and screams,
What?s happening to me?!!? He is now fully transparent and let out one final squeal. Raya and I run into the next room, the dining room, and Raya?s skin turns gray. I know what?s
happening. People are turning into their costumes!! Raya clutches her head, screams, and yells ?Run!? before her fake fangs turn into real fangs. I sprint into the next room and suddenly I
feel...almost furry. I know I had glued on a lot of fake chest hair but this was real. I let out a growl and I don?t recognize my voice. I grow in size, about 2 feet and my face feels hot. I look at
my hands and instead, I see claws. Why was this happening to me?
Raya: 12:21 am
I tried to fight It back, I really did. Why was this happening to me? I stayed curled up in a ball like I was a girl scout again and this was a brown bear, seeing if it would leave me alone. I wasn?t
going to die. I wasn?t going to die. After waiting and waiting it was still there. I was a vampire. I accepted this as my life now but still couldn?t believe it. I had to find Finn and Michael. I
knocked on the door and said, ?It?s me, Raya? ?Are you in there?
I hear a small growl and a glass breaking from the kitchen. I hope that Finn?s okay. All of a sudden, behind me, a transparent figure passes through the door. It was Michael! I was so
relieved! Now all we had to do was find Finn. We sneak out the door where two goblins are hiding, they look relatively friendly, but you can?t trust anyone now. We yell ?Finn!? ?Finn!? until
we heard howling in the distance. It was a full moon, so maybe that was Finn. I didn't see any other werewolves at the party
Raya: 2:45 am
The howl keeps getting closer so we take caution behind a sign that says, Beware or be Scared! on it. Why did Bailey live by a cemetery? I ask myself. We enter, and make our way behind the
gravestones. We search and search for Finn, the howling only getting closer. Michael was still sheepish, or maybe he was just paranoid. Not like anything can get him. Anything that
touches him goes straight through him. After walking and walking, we finally see a lump of fur. We follow the trail until we find its maker. There was a werewolf. Howling at the moon, or
howling in pain. I picked up one of the hairballs and it had blood on it. I look at Finn and I catch a glimpse of his red, glowing eyes. I saw a shard of glass in his paw. That was the sound in
the kitchen. He must have jumped out the window and ran to the graveyard.
?Finn. I know you're in there. Let me see your paw.?
He slashes his claw at me. Some blood drips from my chin as I wince. It heals back up, must be a vampire thing.
?Finn.? I saw firmly. I had mastered my ?Mom? taking care of my siblings, Mo who was four, and Alesia who was 6. I?m surprised that Finn listened to me. He lowered his thick-padded paw,
and sure enough there was a glass shard in it. I hold his paw in place and yank the glass out. Now he looks more like a hurt puppy but then his expression changes into guilt. He lets out a
roar which shook the whole neighborhood. He slowly gets smaller and smaller back into his human self. The hair that he had grown slowly goes back into his pores, and he turns human
again. All of a sudden, Michael lets out a scream and falls two feet in the air. He was no longer transparent. He was just a boy again. I could feel my fangs retracting and I lost all thought
about blood. My headphones re-appear around my neck. I look down at my hands and they are back to their tanned-brown skin. We all laugh, and return back to the house.
Finn 1:07 am
All the chairs are scattered around the room, punch knocked over, and pictures lay on the floor. There must have been a monster unleashed in this house. Then it dawned on me. Maybe I
was the monster. Raya and Michael must?ve read my mind. ?Did I-I-I do this?? I said with guilt.
?You were...well...not you.? Michael says.
Finn 2:06 am
The clean up took so long that I wasn?t even thinking about it anymore. I was just realizing what my parents would think when I went home. They would be so mad at me, madder than
when I threw a baseball through the window playing catch. Raya and Michael must have been guilty too, surely I couldn?t have done this alone. We put all the chairs back and rehung the
pictures on the wall. Even the cheerleaders helped. Noone asked any questions, we were all still flabbergasted. After the house was cleaned up, we all went home. Michael and I asked
Raya if she needed a ride home. She did, so we all went in his car. Raya drove this time, I was still so shocked. Michael still had the feeling of everything going through him.
When I walked into my house, my parents were standing at the door. I let out a cry and ran into their arms.
?I love you, mom and dad.?
?We love you too.?
?I don?t think I?m trick-or-treating for a while.?
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Ar t wor k by Lucas Lago

Check out this amazing artwork of
Michael, a character from the story
on the previous pages!
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BLOOMFIELD AVE CROSSING GUARDS
Hello,my name is Samantha Ging . Today I will be telling you why I think we need a
crossing guard at the intersections of Bloomfield Ave. My first reason is that the
police station is saying it is too dangerous for police officers to walk kids across the
street. IIf it is too dangerous for cops, than how do they expect a few kids to get
across the street?My second reason is that plenty of kids will feel better if they had
assistance crossing the street. On smaller streets, they have crossing guards
everywhere but when it comes to larger streets, there are none, other than the
crossing guard at 7-11, because it is a popular place for kids. The street I'm talking
about is farther down Bloomfield, closer to the pancake house, and I feel that is
worse to cross the street without crossing guards. This is because they are cars
coming at you from all sides. There used to be crossing guards, but one day they just
stopped showing up. W hen there was a crossing guard, it was much easier to cross
the street. Now that they are gone, it feels like forever to wait for a safe time to cross.
W ho do you think would be more likely to get hit by a car, a kid on their own, or a kid
with a police officer or a crossing guard?To conclude, this is why we need crossing
guards.

MY VOLLEYBALL CAREER BY ARIANA RIVERA
Extracurricular activities are so important especially during the pandemic and just in everyday life. One

P

of my personal favorite hobbies is volleyball. Sports in general are a great way to stay active and fit, so that you
can get the right amount of exercise. I picked up volleyball in the summer of fourth grade, when I attended a
summer camp at the local Mount Saint Dominic High School. At this point and age, I was definitely beginner
level and barely knew any of the basics, but that was what the camp was for. Essentially, I learned the basic
techniques of passing, setting, and hitting which are the main three skills you should try to master. At first,
nothing was working and I never really considered playing on a legitimate team. The following years like in
fifth and sixth grade I started attending more clinics at a club facility nearby called Side Out Sports. This club
really helped me, and I learned so much about my technique and where my strengths lied. W ith this new
confidence, I tried out for the town travel team in seventh grade, eager that I could actually make it. Two days
after try-outs I got the great news that I made the team along with one other seventh grader . Due to the
pandemic, the season was really short with only four or five games in total against other teams. I grew so much
from then to now, and it?s crazy how four years of practice was able to shape me into the volleyball player I am
now. Currently, I?m still playing at Side Out Sports on a Nationals team for fourteen-year-olds. T o anyone who
feels scared to try a sport or activity, my advice is to try it anyway. I learned that volleyball is my favorite sport
by failing multiple times, but by seeing how you can always improve and work to get better.
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Field Hockey by Eliza Lima
My Experience with Field Hockey
Hi, my name is Eliza Lima and I'm a seventh grader here at
GCMS. I've been playing field hockey for almost 4 years. I
am my team's goalie and have been since the recreation
department first added field hockey as a girl?s fall sport
option. I've played in a tournament on a club team and it
was one of the best experiences I've ever had with field
hockey. Here's a little bit about me. I first heard about field
hockey summer of 2019 and was interested right away. At
my practice, I was nervous and had no idea what to do or
how to play. It took time, but I finally was starting to get the
hang of playing field. I was running into problems and not
feeling very confident in myself. I almost gave up when the
coaches asked if anyone wanted to try goalie. I was
interested in it, so I gave it a try, and I immediately felt
natural in that position.
History of Field Hockey
The sport of field hockey is believed to have originated in
Ancient Greece, about 4,500 years ago.
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Field Hockey by Madison Kaminsk i
Hi, my name is Madison Kaminski and I am a seventh grader here at GCMS. These are some of the reasons
that you should play field hockey. Here is a little bit about me. My passion for field hockey started when I was
in fourth grade, so this is my fourth year playing. I play for Caldwell and I also play for New Heights Field
Hockey. My main position is a forward, and then on my club team, I am a defender. Now, here are some
reasons why you can play too. First, field hockey is one of the easiest sports to catch on to, all you need is a
stick, a ball, a mouthguard, shin guards, and a glove if wanted. If you have all of these things you are good to
go and start practicing. Second of all, time management, if you are starting out with rec there is only one
practice a week and a game on the weekends. This schedule makes it easy to remember and it is always good
to get practice in even though you might already know how to play. Lastly, you are able to start younger, so by
the time you get to high school, you will have 1-4 years playing field hockey. For example, if you are a sixth
grader going into seventh grade next year and you are starting new you will have two years of experience.
Now, there are many different examples of why it's a good sport to play but let?s lastly get onto positions.
Starting off with position number one is the forwards. Personally, this is my favorite position because in this
position you usually have a good chance of scoring the most. To play forward you need to have great
coordination to be able to run and move with the ball up the field at the same time. This is one of those
positions where you need to be aggressive to get around the other team's defense. W hen you are playing
11v11 there are usually three forwards, a center, left-wing, and right-wing. Moving onto the next position;
midfield or middies. If you love running or you are just simply good at it this position is for you. Midfielders
are constantly running up and down the field with the ball or to get the ball. On the field, it would be forwards
in the front, midfielders in the middle, and the defense is the back, which is usually the starting setup. In a
11v11 setup, there can be most likely three or four midfielders in at once. Lastly is the defense/ goalie. This
position is where you need to be most aggressive. In a 11v11 setup, there are usually 4 defenders and a goalie.
The defense is usually set up in a diamond, top defense, right and left defense, and the back defense. Then
there is your goalie/ goalkeeper. If your team happens to not have a goalie or they are not able to show up,
someone is put in as a sweeper. Meaning that you are still playing defense without a goalie and the sweeper is
in the goal cage. For example, if the other team happens to get an offensive corner they would have to take a
25 coming in because you are not in proper goalie uniform so if the ball happens to hit you, you can get hurt.
In summation, these are reasons why you should play field hockey.
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Behind t he Bow : My Life as an All-St ar
Cheer leader by Ava Biunno
/

Cheerleading in America has its roots in intercollegiate football. Cheerleading?s origins can be traced to a
Princeton football game in the 1880s. Princeton had an all-male pep-club and it was not until 1923 that
women joined the sport at the University of Minnesota. The sport of cheerleading has greatly evolved and in
July 2021, the International Olympic Committee (IOC) granted cheerleading recognition as an Olympic
sport. Cheerleading teams, often co-ed, can now be found in almost every community and school throughout
our country and is especially popular in the South and South West. Colleges and universities now offer
scholarships for cheerleading. Recently, there have been many television shows, such as Dallas Cowboy
Cheerleaders: Making the Team, which feature cheerleaders and their athletic abilities as the sport continues
to grow exponentially in popularity.
I am an all star cheerleader at Star Athletics. There are locations in NJ and GA and our gym is composed of
hundreds of athletes ranging from age three to eighteen. Our practice schedule is year-round but intensifies
during competition season which starts in January. Every competition, every practice is all for The Summit
National Championships in Orlando. You must receive a bid to attend. Last season, my team went there on
the highest bid possible. We are trained in cheer, tumbling, dance, flexibility, stunting, and strength training.
Each season, we spend countless hours working with choreographers from all over the country. The
highlight of the season is travel. In 2022, we will be traveling to Atlanta, Providence, and Orlando. The
experience of traveling with my team and competing against teams from all over the country has been
amazing and an opportunity I would not have had playing sports locally. Like many all star cheerleaders on
the East coast, I attend W oodward Camp as they offer a program that specializes in cheerleading. W oodward
helps me grow as an athlete and an individual and exposes me to other athletes that love the sport as much as
I do!
Cheerleading requires both individual ability and teamwork. Individuals make up the team but it is as a team
that we win or lose competitions. We perform as one but we count on and trust one another as we perform
stunts that could otherwise result in serious injury. As a team, we have tremendous camaraderie, in and out
of the gym, and pre-competition rituals. We take our competitions extremely seriously and we always strive
to ?hit zero?which means a routine without any deductions. As a team, our greatest accomplishment, even
beyond national titles, was hitting zero. Even when I am tired and I do not want to go to practice, I find
motivation knowing my teammates will be giving their 100%. I push my mind and body to the limit every
day for two minutes and thirty seconds of absolute perfection. My twenty one fellow teammates or sisters
believe in me as much as I believe in myself. I have grown extremely close to my teammates and consider
them a second family. I?ve dedicated my life to all star cheerleading, and I would not trade it for the world. All
star cheerleaders are much more than hair bows, bejeweled uniforms, and outrageous hairpieces. We are a
sport. We are athletes. We are competitors. We are all star cheer.
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Rat ing Jolly Rancher s Flavor s by Ella Flanagan

Lemon: 4/ 10
Peach: 7.5/ 10
Green Apple: 9/ 10
Grape: 10/ 10
Blue Raspberry: 9.5/ 10
W atermelon: 8/ 10
Strawberry: 7/ 10
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Phot ogr aphy by Jack son Pr ovan

Recently, I have been experimenting with a more

grainy, high contrast style of photography, and these,
in my opinion, are my best pictures so far in this style.
As I do not have an authentic black-and-white camera,
I desaturated the images and added some grain and
definition after I took them.
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Phot ogr aphy by Sean Aker st en
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Mor e Phot ogr aphy by Henr y
Slat er
A rainy day near the Delaware River, I
thought the way that the leaves framed
the river and surrounding hills was just
too perfect, Delaware River, NY. August
2nd, 2020.

A picture of the fog over the hills and trees, I
thought the way that the fog enveloped the

A rock sculpture I found near my

hill in the background was beautiful and

camp I enjoyed the way the light

mysterious, Sparrow Bush, NY. August 2nd,

2020.

reflected off the water and
around the Sculpture. Tusten Ny,
September 26, 2021.

Another picture from one of the
A landscape I took of Grover

A bridge at Grover

pathways in Grover Cleveland

Cleveland Park at night. Caldwell NJ,

Cleveland Park. October

Park. July 23, 2021.

October 26, 2020.

26, 2020.

A picture taken on
Bloomfield Ave, Caldwell,
NJ. October 26, 2020.

A picture of a 100 year old bridge
that was about 2 miles from my
camp. Tusten NY, September 26,
2021.
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A picture of the shore near my camp,
Tusten NY, September 26, 2021.

The Hollow Knight Lor e
William Mat t esky
The lore of Hollow Knight can be pieced together with
hints from the game and DLC packs. The information
taken from these sources can provide a good foundation
for assembling the lore. The Hollow Knight is a Vessel
chosen by the Pale King to seal away The Radiance. The
Radiance is a higher being of light similar to Essence.
Essence are the fragments of light that dreams are
composed of. The Moth Tribe is born from her light and
in return respect her. The Moths are an ancient tribe of
bugs with skills in the manipulation of dreams. They
possess the Dream Nail, an artifact that can look into the
mind of others, take out souls from living creatures and
allow its wielder's consciousness to enter their dreams.
W ith this knowledge, the Moths also crafted Charms such
as the Dream W ielder to reinforce the Dream Nail's
abilities and the Dreamshield to protect its bearer. Like the
Snail Shamans, they know when someone is in their
dreams. After being almost entirely forgotten, the
Radiance caused the Infection. To combat this, the Pale
King came up with the idea to use a Vessel to seal her
away. These Vessels are the children of him and the W hite
Lady, born in the Abyss with the Void in them. The
Radiance was sealed away but the infection continued to
spread. W hen the player starts the game the infection has
spread all across Hollownest with only a few people to
inhabit the ruins of the land. You travel across the ruins of
Hollownest to stop the infection and seal away the
Radiance, once and for all.
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Kir by Lor e by Vincent Muccigr osso
The Kirby franchise is? interesting. If you don?t know who Kirby is, he?s a pink puffball with god-like powers. (Kirby is
the one below)
He actually is a smaller part of a god, named Void. Void creates good things (like Kirby for
example), when he gets positive emotions, and bad things when he gets negative ones.
That?s all the insight you need, now to begin the actual lore. (Void is the one below)
To start, one day, King Dedede took all the food in Dreamland, the place where Kirby lives
(which is on the planet Popstar). Kirby then had to defeat him, and then they became
friends. (King Dedede is the one below)
And then there was Dark Matter, who was created by Void from negative emotions. He was
defeated by Kirby, then it was revealed that he was a smaller piece of another being, called
Zero. Kirby defeated him too. (Dark matter is the one below on the left. Zero is the one
below on the right.)
And then there?s Meta Knight. He started a full-on war on Dreamland, because the people
in it were too lazy. He was also defeated by Kirby, which you probably expected at this
point. He also became friends with Kirby. (Meta Knight is the one below)

Then there was the Mirror World, where Kirby and a few others (one of which was Gooey,
who is a piece of Dark Matter that became good) had to defeat Shadow Dark Matter (in the
Mirror World), and when they were about to lose to him, Shadow Kirby saved them. (Gooey
is the one below on the left. Shadow Kirby is the one below on the right. Shadow Dark
Matter and normal Dark Matter look the same)
Then there?s Magalor, who tricked Kirby into getting him the Master Crown, which turned
him into a god, then eventually just totally overtook his mind and body. Then, you guessed
it! Kirby defeated him! Then he made an Amusement Park to redeem himself. (normal
Magalor is the one below on the left. Magalor after the crown overtook him is on the right.)
Then there?s Magalor, who tricked Kirby into getting him the Master Crown, which turned
him into a god, then eventually just totally overtook his mind and body. Then, you guessed
it! Kirby defeated him! Then he made an Amusement Park to redeem himself. (normal
Magalor is the one below on the left. Magalor after the crown overtook him is on the right.)
Then there?s the time Kirby gets lifted up to the skies by a beanstalk and helps a creature
named Taranza (my personal favorite character) with something that I?ll explain next. So,
Queen Sectonia was Taranza?s good friend, who was also his crush. Taranza gave her a
?cool and fancy mirror ? for her birthday one time, and that mirror turned out to be the
portal to the Mirror World. The more Queen Sectonia looked in it, the more this curse
overtook her, and she then became a egomaniac who abused her power, instead of the
nice little spider she used to be. So, Kirby helps Taranza defeat her. (Taranza is the one
below on the left. Queen Sectonia before the cuse overtook her is the one below in the
middle. Queen Sectonia after the curse overtook her is the one below on the right.)
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Kir by Lor e by Vincent Muccigr osso;Cont inued
Next on this big line of lore, we?ll talk about the Haltmann Space Company, which is known for
draining whole planets for their natural resources. President Haltmann originally made the
company to get resources to try and get his long lost daughter back, but started abusing his power.
He recruited Susie as his secretary, because he recognised her. She was actually his daughter.
Anyway, he made Star Dream, the ultimate super-computer, which re-summoned Nova, who
another character, Marx, tricked Kirby into summoning once, to grant him one wish. He wished to
take over Dreamland, but was defeated. So, Kirby defeated nova? Again? which also killed
President Haltmann, because Star Dream absorbed him for more power. (President Haltmann is the
one below on the left. Susie is the one below second from the left. Star Dream is the one below in
the middle. Nova is the one below second from the right. Marx is the one below on the right.)
And now, for the most lore-heavy part of this whole few pages of lore. So, very long ago, there were
2 civilisations which lived in peace. These were the Magic Ancients and the Science Ancients. There
was also Void Termina, who was made by Void from extreme negative emotions. He was defeated
by Galacta Knight, who was chosen by the Ancients to defeat him. The Magic Ancients then sealed
away Galatca Knight for sealing away Void Termina, because they feared he was too powerful. Then
the Science Ancients sealed away the Magic Ancients for sealing away Galacta Knight, because they
thought the Magic Ancients were too powerful. Then the head of the Ancients, Hyness, started
corrupting planets to get resources to get his daughters back. Then Hyness actually did get his
daughters back, and he found out that they had powers. One had Fire powers, one had Water
powers, and the other had Lightning powers. Then Hyness re-summoned Void Termina, because he
wanted him to come back? for some reason. No one really knows why. Kirby thwarted him, though,
so he sacrificed himself and his 3 daughters to the Jamba Heart, the thing that was used to seal
away? well, everyone that got sealed away, so it had so much power Kirby couldn?t stop it. It
re-summoned Void Termina, Then Kirby defeated him, and he got sealed away again. Hyness then
changed his ways, now taking good care of his daughters. And that?s where we are now. I hope you
enjoyed this few pages of Kirby lore. (Below from left to right: Science Ancients, Magic Ancients,
Jamba Heart, Void Termina, Galacta Knight, Francisca, Zan Partizanne, Flamberge. Hyness looks
exactly like the Science Ancients with his hood up, and like the Magic Ancients with his hood down).
Now there are some characters I didn?t mention, like Daroach, who stole a cake from Kirby once; 02,
who Zero is a smaller part of; Bandana Waddle Dee, one of King Dedede?s minions; Morpho Knight,
who appeared when Meta Knight merged with a butterfly; or Kracko, a recurring enemy, but the?s
because they?re not very important. I?ll show pictures anyway. (Below from left to right: Daroach, 02,
Bandana Waddle Dee, Morpho Knight, Kracko)
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Why You Should Read Junji It o
by Julian Solimo
Humanity is obsessed with fear. We?ve become so infatuated with what scares us we?ve
created formulas for horror media. Franchises like Friday the Thirteenth, Halloween, and
Nightmare on Elm Street have made millions off of jumpscares and cheap tricks. In
recent years, we?ve entered a sort of horror movie dark age. But horror is not limited to
just the medium of film. We?ve seen authors like H.P. Lovecraft and Stephen King become
some of the biggest inspirations in the horror scene. These authors tackled subjects that
were so groundbreaking at the time that you?ll have difficulty finding horror that doesn?t
take inspiration from them. Its creators like these who understand what true horror is,
and have perfected scaring their audiences. But what do I mean when I say true horror?
Well, it's definitely not jump scares. True horror is when you are disturbed so thoroughly,
that it sticks with you long after the credits. It's that overwhelming feeling of helplessness
and fear of the unknown. The kind of horror that leaves you a different person at the
end; And its authors like Junji Ito who have perfected
true horror.
Junji Ito is a Japanese Mangaka, who for the past 30
years has developed a substantial cult following,
making him a significant figure in horror iconography.
His stories depict normal people facing unstoppable
and unknowable forces that lead our protagonists to
their own doom. Take ?The Enigma at Amigara Fault?
where an earthquake causes a fault to reveal itself,
with hundreds of human silhouettes on them. Further
inspection reveals that they are made for a specific
resident of the town. Or how about ?Uzamaki?, where
a small town is slowly taken over by the concept of a
spiral. Now these concepts seem pretty stupid at first,
but Ito succeeds in telling genuinely terrifying stories
by utilizing 3 main methods.
The medium of comics in a lot of ways is much better at portraying horror than film and
tv, as it's the reader who makes the conscious decision to proceed into the fear; And Ito
knows this, developing his own technique, the page turn. Whenever approaching a scare,
Ito will end the page with a reaction shot, and then when you turn the page? BOOM!
That's where he gets you. And the photo you?re looking at right now is one of Ito?s best
page turns. You?ll notice, on the bottom of the first page, Ito begins to build suspense
around the mysterious tub in their fathers study. Then at the bottom of that page we get
a reactionary panel, telling us that something big is going to happen. Then we turn the
page.
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Why You Should Read Junji It o by
Julian Solimo; Cont inued

I truly do believe that the page turn would have much less impact if it weren?t for Ito?s art style. Every brush stroke, every
line, and every sketch is done with the sole purpose of making you as uncomfortable as possible. There is an
absurd amount of detail in each of his drawings. The one you are looking at now is from ?Window Next Door ?
and just by looking at this you can see what I?m talking about. The putrid skin, the razor sharp teeth, and the
terrifying glare. All of it is drawn the way it is to disturb you as much as possible, and to leave a mark on your
mind. Ito is a skilled artist who perfectly captures the art of the unknown. If you pay closer attention to the
photo on the left, you start asking yourself questions about what you are seeing. ?What's wrong with her skin??
?Is she even human??. This is the power of the uncanny valley. You can identify what you are looking at, but
there's always something off with it. Ito uses his skill as an artist in combination with the uncanny valley in order
to create a combination that perfectly disturbs the reader. But that is not the extent of the uncanny valley. You
see, Ito has said that he likes to look at everyday objects, and turn them ?backwards?. This is what makes Ito
such an amazing mangaka. He never gives us an explanation for the antagonist forces. Ito understands the
horrifying terror of the unknown, and uses it to his advantage. He always leaves you with just enough
information to understand what's happening, but never why or how something is happening. This allows him to
put a bigger emphasis on the horror, instead of wasting time explaining why the monster is the way it is. By
explaining what the monster is, you?ve humanized it takes away from the fear of the unknown which you so
desperately need in horror media. Now, here's an example from another short story ?Hanging Balloons?. In
Hanging Balloons, after a celebrity suicide, a town is haunted by giant flying balloons that take the form of the
head of a resident in the town, and attached to the the balloons is a rope. These balloons go around trying to
grab the person with their matching faces and kill them. All efforts to kill or stop the balloons prove futile, and
lead to the destruction of their town. No explanation for why the balloons are there, just the horror
surrounding them. If Ito were to tell us that they were from a different galaxy sent to ?destroy all humans? or
that it was a secret government plot, it would talk away from the mystery and make it seem so much more
plausible. You know how to deal with zombies and vampires, but the hanging balloons don't have a formula to
beat. Most of Ito?s antagonist forces are cosmic or paranormal, leading them to be some of the most iconic
creatures in horror manga.
The reason Junji Ito is such a powerful horror author is because he knows what true horror is. True horror is
when you are disturbed so thoroughly it leaves a permanent imprint on your mind, and leaves you a changed

person. Junji Ito has perfected the art of horror and uses genius storytelling techniques in
collaboration with his horrifyingly-beautiful art style in order to create a story that will show you the
true power of horror.
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